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Abstract—Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has been considered as a strong candidate for next generation wireless communication systems. Compared to traditional OFDM, Single Carrier OFDM (SC-OFDM) has demonstrated excellent bit error rate (BER) performance, as well as low peak to average power ratio (PAPR). Similar to other multi-carrier transmission technologies, SC-OFDM suffers significant performance degradation resulting from intercarrier interference (ICI) in high mobility environments. Existing techniques for OFDM can be directly adopted in SC-OFDM to improve performance, however, this improved performance comes at costs such as decreased throughput. In this paper, we analyze the effect of ICI on an SC-OFDM system and propose a novel modulation scheme. The proposed Magnitude-Keyed Modulation (MKM) modulation provides SC-OFDM system immunity to ICI and with an easy implementation it significantly outperforms OFDM, SC-OFDM and MC-CDMA systems with Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation and Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) in severe ICI environment. Analysis also illustrates the proposed SC-OFDM system with MKM modulation maintains low PAPR compared to traditional OFDM and SC-OFDM systems with PSK and QAM modulations. Simulation results for different modulation schemes in various ICI environments confirm the effectiveness of the proposed system.

Index Terms—

I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and other multi-carrier transmission technologies such as Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) have been considered strong candidates for next generation high-data-rate wireless communication systems because of their good BER performance and high spectrum efficiency [1]. It is highly desired to adopt multi-carrier transmission in aerial vehicle communication to improve the spectrum efficiency.

In multi-carrier transmission technology such as OFDM, it is crucial to maintain orthogonality among all the subcarriers. Otherwise, intercarrier interference (ICI) will occur and lead to significant performance degradation. In a high mobility environment such as aero vehicle communication, multi-carrier transmission technologies experience severe ICI due to Doppler shift introduced by high mobility of transmitter or receiver, or both. Many studies have been conducted in evaluating the BER performance of OFDM system and MC-CDMA system with ICI [2], [3] and improving the performance by reducing ICI for OFDM [4]–[10] or by estimating the carrier frequency offset (CFO) [11]–[13]. Such techniques are effective in low mobility environments where the speed variation is low. For example, training symbols can be transmitted in the packet header for multiple OFDM symbols to aid the receiver in obtaining the CFO estimate. If the relative transmitter–receiver speed is not changing during packet transmission, the overhead of sending such training symbols is negligible. However, in aerial vehicle communication, the relative transmitter–receiver speed is not changing during packet transmission, the overhead of sending such training symbols is negligible. However, in aerial vehicle communication, the relative transmitter–receiver speed changes so rapidly that it is unreasonable to assume a constant speed (and CFO) during the entire packet transmission. Hence, to accurately estimate the CFO, training symbols need to be transmitted for every OFDM symbol. Obviously, this significantly reduces OFDM throughput while adding complexity due to repeated CFO estimation.

On the other hand, the Single Carrier Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (SC-OFDM) [14] technique has received a lot of attention as an alternative transmission technique to the conventional OFDM due to its better performance in multipath fading channels and lower peak to average power ratio (PAPR). SC-OFDM and similar technologies have been independently developed by multiple research groups almost simultaneously. For example, Single Carrier Frequency Domain Equalization (SCFDE) [15]–[18] and Carrier Interferometry Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (CI/OFDM) [19]–[21] are essentially the same technology. They combine benefits of multi-carrier transmission with single carrier...
transmission using a cyclic prefix to allow frequency domain processing at receiver to exploit frequency diversity.

In this paper, we analyze SC-OFDM system with ICI and show a unique diagonal property of SC-OFDM with ICI. Due to this property, the ICI effect on SC-OFDM is concentrated entirely on the phase offset and not on the magnitude. We then propose a novel modulation scheme called Magnitude-Keyed Modulation (MKM) for SC-OFDM. As the name suggests, this new modulation scheme carries digital data only on the signal magnitude. Hence, MKM provides SC-OFDM with immunity to ICI, i.e., the BER performance of a SC-OFDM system with MKM does not depend on the ICI. Given the MKM is a noncoherent modulation scheme, the proposed SC-OFDM with MKM modulation performs slightly worse than SC-OFDM (or OFDM or MC-CDMA) with PSK (or QAM) modulation when there is no ICI. However, the performance of SC-OFDM (or OFDM or MC-CDMA) with PSK (or QAM) modulation has obvious degradation in severe ICI environment or with high modulation schemes, and the new system significantly outperforms them. Compared with existing ICI cancellation schemes or CFO estimation schemes, the proposed modulation technique does not need to sacrifice the data rate via employing training sequence or self-cancellation coding, meanwhile it is totally immune to the ICI. Additionally, the proposed system has low complexity and is easy to be implemented. Meanwhile, the lower PAPR property of SC-OFDM system is also maintained for the proposed system. Hence, the proposed SC-OFDM system is an ideal candidate for high speed aerial vehicle communication. Simulation results for different levels of modulation schemes in different ICI environments confirm the effectiveness of the proposed system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the OFDM and SC-OFDM system models. Literature reviews of some existing ICI cancellation and CFO estimation schemes are provided in Section III. Section IV presents the analysis of ICI and demonstrates an important diagonal property of ICI matrix in SC-OFDM. We then propose MKM modulation for SC-OFDM which is immune to ICI and also analyze the theoretical BER performance and PAPR performance in Section V. Section VI shows the simulation results which confirm our analysis, and conclusion is given in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. OFDM System

In the OFDM transmitter, after a constellation mapping for the appropriate modulation, (QAM, PSK, etc.), data symbols are converted from serial to parallel. Assuming there are $N$ subcarriers in the OFDM system, each OFDM block contains a set of $N$ symbols ($x_{0}, x_{1}, \ldots, x_{N-1}$), assigned to $N$ subcarriers using an $N$-point IFFT.

Accounting for all $N$ symbols, the composite complex OFDM signal is given by

$$s(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} x_{k} e^{j2\pi kf_{c}t} e^{j2\pi f_{s}t} p(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x_{k}$ is the $k^{th}$ data symbol; $\Delta f$ is the spacing between subcarriers; and $p(t)$ is a rectangular pulse shape with time limit spanning one OFDM symbol, $0 \leq t \leq T$. To ensure orthogonality among subcarriers, we have $\Delta f = 1/T = 1/NT_{b}$ where $T_{b}$ is the data symbol period.

Following transmission, channel propagation, and cyclic prefix removal, the signal at the receiver corresponds to

$$r(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \alpha_{k} x_{k} e^{j2\pi (k\Delta f + f_{0})(t + \Delta t)} e^{j2\pi f_{s}(t + \Delta t)} p(t + \Delta t) + n(t),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $n(t)$ is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), $\alpha_{k}$ is the complex fading gain on the $k^{th}$ subcarrier, $\Delta t$ represents the time delay and $f_{0}$ is the CFO. Here we denote the normalized carrier frequency offset (NCFO) as $\varepsilon = f_{0}/\Delta f$ and rewrite the received OFDM signal as

$$r(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \alpha_{k} x_{k} e^{j2\pi (k\varepsilon + \Delta f)(t + \Delta t)} e^{j2\pi f_{s}(t + \Delta t)} p(t + \Delta t) + n(t).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The OFDM demodulator detects each symbol by decomposing $r(t)$ in (3) onto $N$ orthogonal subcarriers (via application of an FFT), where perfect timing estimation is assumed. If the NCFO is zero, the received signal on the $k^{th}$ subcarrier simply equals $y_{k} = x_{k} \alpha_{k} + n_{k}$. However, when the NCFO is non-zero, the received signal on the $k^{th}$ subcarrier corresponds to

$$y_{k} = x_{k} \alpha_{k} S(0) + \sum_{l=0, l\neq k}^{N-1} x_{l} \alpha_{l} S(l-k) + n_{k},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where the first term is the desired signal component $y_{k}^{d} = x_{k} \alpha_{k} S(0)$, the second term is the ICI component $y_{k}^{CI} = \sum_{l=0, l\neq k}^{N-1} x_{l} \alpha_{l} S(l-k)$, and $S(l-k)$ is the ICI coefficient from $l^{th}$ subcarrier to $k^{th}$ subcarrier:

$$S(l-k) = \sin \left[ \pi \frac{\varepsilon + l-k}{N} \right] \sin \left[ \pi \frac{\varepsilon + l-k}{N} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Now denoting $\vec{x} = \{x_{0}, x_{1}, \ldots, x_{N-1}\}$ as the transmitted symbol vector, $\vec{y} = \{y_{0}, y_{1}, \ldots, y_{N-1}\}$ as the received signal vector, $\vec{n} = \{n_{0}, n_{1}, \ldots, n_{N-1}\}$ as the noise vector, and $\vec{H} = \text{diag}\{\alpha_{0}, \alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{N-1}\}$ as the channel fading gain matrix, we have

$$\vec{y} = \vec{x} \vec{H} + \vec{n},$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $S$ is the ICI coefficient matrix having dimension $N \times N$ with $p^{th}$ row and $q^{th}$ column elements given by $S_{p,q} = \delta(p-q)$. The resultant matrix form of $S$ is:

$$S = \begin{bmatrix} S(0) & S(-1) & \cdots & S(1-N) \\ S(1) & S(0) & \cdots & S(2-N) \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ S(N-1) & S(N-2) & \cdots & S(0) \end{bmatrix}$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

where $S_{p,q} = \delta(p-q)$.
Fig. 1. SC-OFDM Transmitter

B. Single Carrier OFDM System

Single Carrier OFDM (SC-OFDM) [14] and other similar technologies [15]-[21] combine benefits of multi-carrier transmission with single carrier transmission using a cyclic prefix and frequency domain processing.

Conceptual representations of the SC-OFDM transmitter and receiver are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 [20], respectively. Compared to a conventional OFDM system, the SC-OFDM system distributes each parallel data set to all sub-carriers using different phase-rotated spectral spreading on each symbol [14], as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The spreading code set corresponds to the normalized DFT matrix with the $k$th data symbol being spread to the $i$th subcarrier employing spreading code $β_i^k = 1/\sqrt{N} \exp(-j2πik/N)$. Accounting for $β_i^k$ and a block of $N$ total data symbols, the transmitted SC-OFDM symbol corresponds to

$$s(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} x_k e^{-j2πik/N} e^{j2πiΔf(l)} e^{j2πf_s(t)} p(t), \quad (9)$$

where variable definitions remain unchanged from (1).

The SC-OFDM system can be easily implemented using an MC-CDMA framework by making appropriate changes to the spreading code. Specifically, SC-OFDM system can be implemented as a fully loaded MC-CDMA system with new spreading code $β_i^k$, for example, transmitting $N$ symbols using $N$ subcarriers can be implemented as an MC-CDMA system with $N$ users (each symbol can be viewed as an user in MC-CDMA system) using spreading code $β_i^k$. Hence, the SC-OFDM system uses the same bandwidth as the conventional OFDM or MC-CDMA system. Similar to an OFDM system, SC-OFDM can also be implemented using FFT and IFFT transforms.

The received SC-OFDM signal $r(t)$ for the transmitted signal in (9) is given by

$$r(t) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \alpha_i x_i e^{-j2πik/N} e^{j2πiΔf(l)} e^{j2πf_s(t)} p(t) \cdot p(t + Δt) + n(t), \quad (10)$$

where variable definitions remain unchanged from (2).

At the SC-OFDM receiver shown in Fig. 2, the SC-OFDM demodulator detects the $k$th data symbol by: 1) decomposing the received symbol $r(l)$ into $N$ orthogonal subcarriers (via application of an FFT, and perfect timing estimation is assumed), 2) applying the $k$th symbol’s spreading code, 3) combining the $N$ results $\{r_0^k, r_1^k, ..., r_{N-1}^k\}$ with an appropriate combining scheme [22], denoted by the “Combiner” block in Fig. 2, 4) decision of each symbol will be made based on the result from the “Combiner”, denoted by the block “Decision Device”.

Similar to the OFDM system with ICI present and non-zero NCFO in (4), the received signal for the $l$th SC-OFDM data symbol $x_l$ corresponds to:

$$r_l = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} x_k S(k - l) \cdot \left[ \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} w_i \alpha_i \exp \left( \frac{2π}{N} l \cdot i \right) \exp \left( -j\frac{2π}{N} k \cdot i \right) \right] + n_l$$

where $l = 0, 1, ..., N - 1$

where $w_i$ denotes the combining weight. By assuming Equal-Gain Combining (EGC) scheme has been applied [22], we have $w_i = 1$. It is clear that the $l$th decoded data symbol $r_l$ contains a desired signal component, given by (11) with $k = l$ as

$$r_l^d = \frac{1}{N} x_l S(0) \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \alpha_i \exp \left( \frac{2π}{N} l \cdot i \right) \exp \left( -j\frac{2π}{N} k \cdot i \right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{N} x_l S(0) \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} \alpha_i$$

(12)
After applying EGC technique in the receiver, the combined SC-OFDM signal and is defined as

\[ \text{where matrix } \mathbf{R} \text{ is the conjugate transpose of matrix } \mathbf{R} \]

Using the vector and matrix notation introduced in (7), the received SC-OFDM signal vector is given by

\[ \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{F} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{s} + \mathbf{n}, \]

where matrix \( \mathbf{F} \) is the normalized DFT matrix acts to spread the SC-OFDM signal and is defined as

\[ \mathbf{F}(n, k) = \frac{1}{N} \exp \left( -j \frac{2\pi}{N} kn \right), \quad k, n \in [0, N-1]. \]

After applying EGC technique in the receiver, the combined signal vector becomes

\[ \mathbf{y} = \mathbf{F}^H \mathbf{r} = \mathbf{F}^H \mathbf{F} \mathbf{H} \mathbf{F} \mathbf{s} + \mathbf{F}^H \mathbf{n}, \]

where \( \mathbf{F}^H \) is the conjugate transpose of matrix \( \mathbf{F} \).

By comparing with the corresponding OFDM signal vector in (7), the SC-OFDM expression in (16) includes additional Fourier transform operations due to spreading codes being applied. These linear operations help simplify ICI analysis which is why we concentrate on ICI effects in SC-OFDM versus OFDM or MC-CDMA systems.

C. Intercarrier Interference

From the earlier definition of NCFO \( (\varepsilon = f_0/\Delta f) \), the NCFO can contain both integer and fractional components with each having different effects on the system. The ICI coefficient in (6) is periodic with period \( N \), i.e., \( S_{N+\varepsilon} = S_{\varepsilon} \), and has two responses associated with the integer and fractional values of \( \varepsilon \). The magnitude of \( S \), \( |S(l, k)| \) in dB, is illustrated in Fig. 3 for various values of \( \varepsilon \) using \( N = 64 \) subcarriers.

In Fig. 3 for fractional \( \varepsilon \) variation, the dominant energy response of \( S \) converges to \( S(0) \) when \( \varepsilon = 0 \). However, as \( \varepsilon \) varies fractionally from 0.1 to 0.4, the energy in \( S \) spreads across all subcarriers. For larger \( \varepsilon \) values there is a higher percentage of energy “leakage” across the subcarriers. However, it is important to note that dominant energy response of \( S \) remains in the \( S(0) \) component. Hence, when \( \varepsilon \) is a fractional value: 1) \( S(0) \) remains the largest component, 2) the largest weight in \( y_k \) of (4) will be \( x_k \), and 3) the decision for \( \hat{x}_k \) based on \( y_k \) remains reliable.

Fig. 3 also illustrates the ICI coefficient behavior for integer \( \varepsilon \) variation. From the definition, integer \( \varepsilon \) variation corresponds to a frequency offset whereby different subcarriers are identically mistaken. Hence, when \( \varepsilon = l \ (l \in \mathbb{Z}) \): 1) \( S(0) \) is not the largest component and the dominant response becomes the \( S(l) \) component, 2) the largest weight in \( y_k \) of (4) will be \( x_{k+l} \), and 3) the decision for \( \hat{x}_k \) based on \( y_k \) will be unreliable with very high probability.

III. EXISTING ICI REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

Since CFO-dependent ICI can significantly degrade system performance due to coefficient energy leakage and dominant response shift as illustrated in Fig. 3, it is of great interest to study system performance in a mobile environment with ICI present. Many studies have been conducted to evaluate OFDM and MC-CDMA system BER with ICI present [2], [3] and several technologies have been developed to reduce ICI effects.

Taking advantage of ICI coefficient properties in Fig. 3, ICI self-cancellation technologies have been proposed and developed to cancel the fractional CFO component. A simple and effective ICI self-cancellation scheme has been proposed by Zhao and Haggman [4] who used polynomial coding in the frequency domain to mitigate the effect of fractional CFO. When compared to a coded system operating at a similar rate, their self-cancellation scheme provided better performance. In [7], an ICI self-cancellation scheme is adopted to combat the ICI caused by phase noise in OFDM systems. For more general cases, Seyedi and Saulnier proposed a general ICI self-cancellation scheme that can be implemented using windowing [5]. In [6], Ryu studied ICI self-cancellation using a data-conjugate method to effectively reduce ICI. However, these ICI self-cancellation schemes mitigate ICI at the cost of reduced data rate. This limitation was addressed in additional MC-CDMA work that considered a self-cancellation scheme that maintained the data rate [9].

In addition to self-cancellation techniques, other ICI cancellation schemes have been proposed. For example, work in [10] proposed an ICI cancellation scheme that does not lower transmission rate or reduce bandwidth efficiency. At the same time, the technique offers perfect ICI cancellation and significant BER improvement at linearly growing cost. Regardless of the ICI cancellation scheme, there is always an associated cost for improvement and trade-offs must be made, e.g., data rate and bandwidth efficiency may be maintained at the expense of greater implementation complexity, or, data rate and bandwidth efficiency may be sacrificed and less complex implementations employed. The importance of these trade-offs become even more important when considering cases where the CFO includes both integer and fractional components. In these cases, the ICI coefficient experiences both leakage and shift and the aforementioned cancellation schemes will require
even greater complexity to achieve similar performance with no guarantee of effectiveness.

Regardless of the components present in $\varepsilon$, it is readily apparent that if $\varepsilon$ is known at the receiver the ICI can be totally canceled. Hence, researchers have spent considerable effort to improve ICI cancellation performance by estimating both the integer and fractional CFO components. Generally speaking, these existing CFO estimation schemes can be classified as either data aided or blind estimators. While data aided estimators [11]–[13] provide better estimation performance, they also reduce the effective data rate given that pilot data is transmitted. Hence, the blind estimators have received a lot of attention due to system power and high bandwidth efficiencies. The blind estimator in [23] utilizes an estimation algorithm based on maximum likelihood criteria and exploits the cyclic prefix preceding the OFDM symbols to estimate the CFO. As implied by its name, the Minimum Output Variance (MOV) estimator utilizes minimum output variance criteria to estimate CFO [24]. Work in [25] presents a non-data aided CFO estimator that utilizes criteria based on minimum received symbol power. Subsequent work in [26] and [27] estimate CFO by exploiting features in a smoothed power spectrum. The subspace method in [28] is based on channel correlation and the kurtosis CFO estimator in [29] is based on measuring non-Gaussian properties of the received signal. However, each of these existing blind CFO estimators has inherent drawbacks and efficient performance requires: 1) a constant modulus (CM) constellation, 2) a large number of OFDM blocks, and/or 3) knowledge of the channel order. In general, the performance of current blind estimators is not sufficient for high speed aerial vehicle communications. To address these drawbacks, we recently proposed a high accuracy blind CFO estimator for OFDM systems [30]. However, the data rate reduction and implementation complexity were both higher than what we expected, and the system performance will likely degrade given residual CFO is present in all estimation methods. To address this and other drawbacks of existing techniques, we analyze ICI coefficients in next section.

IV. ICI COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS

To provide an initial understanding how the ICI coefficient impacts system performance, we first focus our attention an AWGN channel. In this case, the channel gain fading matrix $H$ becomes an identity matrix $I$. For the analysis we must determine the ICI power. This can be done using the Carrier-to-Interference Power Ratio (CIR), defined as [4], [31]:

$$CIR = \frac{\text{Desired Signal Power}}{\text{ICI Power}}.$$  \hfill (17)

However, when there is no ICI present, e.g., $\varepsilon \to 0$, the CIR approaches infinity which cannot be shown in a figure. As an alternative approach, the ICI power can be estimated using the Interference-to-Carrier Power Ratio (ICR), defined as:

$$ICR = CIР^{-1} = \frac{\text{ICI Power}}{\text{Desired Signal Power}}.$$  \hfill (18)

The expression in (18) implies that the ICR becomes smaller as the desired signal power to ICI power ratio increases. It is evident that ICR is system dependent and thus critical for us to consider several possible cases. In our ICR simulations, we average the ICR across all subcarriers, which represents a more reliable approach relative to what was used in [4]. Specifically, ICR on $k^{th}$ subcarrier can be represented as $ICR(k) = \text{ICI power from non-}k^{th}\text{ subcarrier} / \text{Signal power on } k^{th}\text{ subcarrier}$. The average ICR, which is represented as $\frac{1}{N}\sum_{k=0}^{N-1} ICR(k)$, is compared in this paper; while $ICR(0)$ or $CIR(0)$ is compared in literature [4].

Results in Fig. 4 show ICR versus $\varepsilon$ for OFDM and SC-OFDM systems using $N = 16$ subcarriers over an AWGN channel with ICI present. It is evident that ICR of SC-OFDM is zero for all $\varepsilon$ values, meaning the desired signal component used for data estimation is unaffected by ICI. Given the CIR of SC-OFDM is much lower than that of the OFDM system, the benefit of using SC-OFDM under conditions with ICI present are clearly evident by comparing to traditional OFDM under similar conditions. The following analysis of OFDM and SC-OFDM systems with ICI present is provided to show how ICI affects overall performance and helps explain why the SC-OFDM system experiences zero ICR.

A. Analysis of OFDM Performance with ICI Present

The received OFDM signal for an AWGN channel can be simply expressed using (7) with $H = I$ as

$$\vec{y} = \vec{x}S + \vec{n}. \hfill (19)$$

The received signal $y_k$ for the $k^{th}$ subcarrier is given by

$$y_k = \vec{x}S(:,k) + n_k = x_kS(0) + \sum_{l=0,l\neq k}^{N-1} x_lS(l-k) + n_k \hfill (20)$$

where $S(:,k)$ is used to denote all elements in the $k^{th}$ column of $S$. Considering desired and undesired signal components separately, the corresponding power in the desired signal component $x_kS(0)$ is

$$E[|\text{Desired Signal}|^2] = E[|x_kS(0)|^2], \hfill (21)$$

**Fig. 4.** ICR Comparison for OFDM and SC-OFDM Systems Using $N = 16$ Subcarriers with ICI Present.
and the undesired ICI power is
\[
E[ |ICI|^2 ] = E \left[ \left| \sum_{l=0, l \neq k}^{N-1} x_l S(l - k) \right|^2 \right],
\]
(22)
which is clearly dependent on the combined symbol weights in \( \bar{x} \), excluding \( x_k \).

Taking the ratio of (22) to (21) per the definition in (18), the ICR for OFDM is given by
\[
ICR_{OFDM} = \frac{E[ |ICI|^2 ]}{E[ |Desired\ Signal|^2 ]} = \frac{E[ \sum_{l=0, l \neq k}^{N-1} x_l S(l - k)^2 ]}{E[ x_k S(0)^2 ]}
\]
(23)

Considering the limiting case when no ICI exists and \( \varepsilon \to 0 \), the ICI coefficient matrix in (19) becomes \( S = I \) and the received signal vector simply reduces to the transmitted signal vector plus noise \( \bar{y} = \bar{x} + \hat{n} \), thereby simplifying the detection decision. However, in cases with \( \varepsilon \neq 0 \) system performance degrades significantly. This occurs because CFO causes \( S \) in (19) to be non-diagonal which causes the target symbol's amplitude and phase to be weighted by \( S(0) \), while at the same time mixing in non-target symbol contributions weighted according to \( S(1-N), ..., S(-1) \) and \( S(1), ..., S(N-1) \) in (8). Thus, to reliably determine \( \bar{x} \), three unknowns are required: 1) target symbol amplitude change, 2) target symbol phase change, and 3) mixing weights of non-target symbols. To determine these unknowns, we can decompose \( S \) into separate related components and solve for them separately.

Using the received signal expression in (19), with a known ICI coefficient matrix \( S \) and \( S^{-1} \) existing, \( \bar{x} \) can be reconstructed using \( \bar{y} \). It is evident in (8) that the ICI coefficient matrix \( S \) is a circulant matrix which reduces the uncertainty of the \( N \times N \) matrix from \( N^2 \) to \( 2N - 1 \). However, we know there is actually only one uncertainty \( \varepsilon \). Hence, it would be helpful to find a transform to simplify the circulant matrix and reduce the uncertainty. To simplify matrix \( S \), it is crucial to analyze ICI coefficient \( S(k, l, \varepsilon) \) in (6) and the three parameters therein: \( k, l \) and \( \varepsilon \). It is difficult to determine the relationship of these three parameters directly without first decomposing (6):
\[
S(k, l, \varepsilon) = \frac{\sin[\pi(k-l+\varepsilon)]}{N \sin[\frac{\pi}{N}(k-l+\varepsilon)]} \cdot \exp \left[ j\pi \left( 1 - \frac{1}{N} \right)(k-l+\varepsilon) \right]
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{N} \cdot \frac{1 - \cos[2\pi(k-l+\varepsilon)] - j \sin[2\pi(k-l+\varepsilon)]}{1 - \cos[\frac{2\pi}{N}(k-l+\varepsilon)] - j \sin[\frac{2\pi}{N}(k-l+\varepsilon)]}
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{N} \cdot \frac{1 - \exp[j2\pi(k-l+\varepsilon)]}{1 - \exp[j\frac{2\pi}{N}(k-l+\varepsilon)]}
\]
\[
= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} \exp \left[ \frac{2\pi}{N}(k-l+\varepsilon) \right]
\]
\[
S(k, l, \varepsilon) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=0}^{N-1} \exp \left( \frac{2\pi}{N}k \right) \exp \left( j\frac{2\pi}{N}l \right) \exp \left( -\frac{2\pi}{N}l \right)
\]
(24)
It is now clear in (24) that \( S(k, l, \varepsilon) \) is a summation of exponential products with each exponent only being a function of a single parameter of interest. Using vector and matrix notation, \( S(k, l, \varepsilon) \) can be expressed as
\[
S(k, l, \varepsilon) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \text{IDFT}(k, :) \cdot D(\varepsilon) \cdot \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \text{DFT}(l, :)
\]
(25)
where
\[
\text{IDFT}(k, :) = \left[ e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}k0}, e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}k1}, ..., e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}k(N-1)} \right]_{1 \times N},
\]
\[
D(\varepsilon) = \left[ e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}\varepsilon0}, e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}\varepsilon1}, ..., e^{j\frac{2\pi}{N}\varepsilon(N-1)} \right]_{N \times N},
\]
\[
\text{DFT}(l, :) = \left[ e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{N}l0}, e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{N}l1}, ..., e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{N}l(N-1)} \right]^T_{1 \times N}.
\]

The decomposition in (25) shows that the ICI coefficient \( S(k, l, \varepsilon) \) can be expressed as a product of the \( k \)th row of normalized IDFT matrix \( \text{IDFT}(k,:) \), the \( N \times N \) diagonal matrix \( D(\varepsilon) \), and the \( l \)th column of normalized DFT matrix \( \text{DFT}(l,:) \). Therefore, the ICI coefficient matrix \( S \) can be written in the well-known eigen decomposition form as
\[
S = F^H \Psi F,
\]
(26)
where \( F \) is the normalized DFT matrix (the eigen matrix of \( S \) which is not a coincidence) and \( \Psi \) is the diagonal matrix \( \Psi = \text{diag}[\psi_0, \psi_1, ..., \psi_{N-1}] \) with diagonal elements (eigenvalues of matrix \( S \)) given by \( \psi_k = \exp \left( \frac{j2\pi k}{N} \right) \). It is important to note that \( |\psi_k| = 1 \) for all \( k \). The received OFDM signal is now rewritten by substituting (26) into (19) and becomes
\[
\bar{y} = \bar{x} F^H \Psi F + \hat{n},
\]
(27)
with all the uncertainty now residing in diagonal matrix \( \Psi \).

B. Analysis of SC-OFDM Performance with ICI Present

Due to the perfect ICR performance of the SC-OFDM system, we next consider its performance with ICI present. Using the ICI coefficient matrix in (26) with \( H = I \) for the AWGN channel, we revisit the expression in (16) and rewrite the received SC-OFDM signal vector as
\[
\bar{y} = \bar{y} F S F^H + \hat{n} F^H = \bar{x} F F^H + \hat{n} F^H
\]
\[
= \bar{x} \Psi F + \hat{n} F^H = \bar{x} \Psi + \hat{n}',
\]
(28)
where \( \hat{n}' = \bar{n} F^H \) has the same covariance matrix as \( \bar{n} \) due to the orthonormality of the matrix \( F^H \). With the received signal on the \( k \)th subcarrier corresponding to:
\[
r_k = x_k \psi_k + n_k.
\]
(29)
Recalling that \( |\psi_k| = 1 \) for all \( k \), it is noted that the ICI effect on SC-OFDM data symbols \( \bar{x} \) is simply a (different) phase offset on each and every data symbol \( x_k \). Compared with an OFDM system under similar ICI conditions, SC-OFDM provides significantly better performance. This is due to the received OFDM signal vectors in (27) being a combination of subcarrier data symbols and shifted responses thereof, while the subcarrier data symbols in the SC-OFDM signal vector...
given by (28) only experience a phase offset—this is why we observe zero ICR for all \( \varepsilon \) and realize the benefit of SC-OFDM.

V. MKM FOR SC-OFDM SYSTEMS

After observing the ICI coefficient property, we find that \( F S E^{\text{H}} \) is a diagonal matrix with each diagonal element having unit magnitude. Hence, the ICI has no effect on the magnitude of each and every SC-OFDM data symbol. Therefore, when there is no noise present (29) shows that \( r_k = |x_k| \) independent of \( \varepsilon \). To fully exploit the inherent ICI immunity in SC-OFDM, we introduce a novel digital modulation scheme called Magnitude Keyed Modulation (MKM). Specifically, we will only use the magnitude to carry digital symbols. For example, binary MKM (2MKM) is equivalent to binary On-Off Keying (OOK). Note that MKM is different than Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) using antipodal signal pairs given that MKM is a non-coherent modulation scheme and doesn’t require phase reference.

According to (29), the decision of the \( k^{\text{th}} \) data symbol can be easily made for SC-OFDM using MKM:

\[
\hat{x}_k = |r_k|.
\]  

A. BER Performance Analysis

For 2MKM, the BER performance is exactly the same as OOK with non-coherent detection given by

\[
BER = P(\hat{x}_k = 1|x_k = 0)P(x_k = 0) + P(\hat{x}_k = 0|x_k = 1)P(x_k = 1) = \left[ Q_1\left(0, \sqrt{SNR}\right) + 1 - Q_1\left(2\sqrt{SNR}, \sqrt{SNR}\right)\right]/2,
\]  

where \( Q_1 \) is the Marcum Q-Function [32] defined as

\[
Q_M(\alpha, \beta) = \frac{1}{\alpha^{M-1}} \int_{\beta}^{\infty} x^M e^{-x^2 + \alpha^2}/2 I_{M-1}(\alpha x) dx,
\]  

where \( I_n(x) \) is a modified Bessel function of the first kind [33]. It can also be written in series form as

\[
Q_M(\alpha, \beta) = e^{-(\alpha^2 + \beta^2)/2} \sum_{k=1-M}^{\infty} \left(\frac{\alpha}{\beta}\right)^k I_k(\alpha \beta).
\]

For \( L\)-MKM, the same process is used to derive the Symbol Error Ratio (SER) performance as:

\[
SER = \sum_{m=0}^{L-1} P(\hat{x}_k \neq m|x_k = m)P(x_k = m) = \sum_{m=0}^{L-1} P(\hat{x}_k \neq m|x_k = m)/L = Q_1(0, 0.5\lambda)/L + \sum_{m=1}^{L-2} \left\{ -Q_1[|L-m\lambda, (m-0.5)\lambda] + Q_1[m\lambda, (m+0.5)\lambda] \right\}/L + \sum_{m=1}^{L-2} \left\{ (L-1)\lambda, (L-1-0.5)\lambda \right\}/L
\]

where \( \lambda = \frac{\text{Signal Amplitude}}{\sqrt{\text{Noise Power}}} \) and the resultant MKM BER can be approximated using the following assuming Gray Code symbol assignment [34] [35]:

\[
BER \approx SER/\log_2(L).
\]

B. PAPR Performance Analysis

Since an important benefit of an SC-OFDM system is a much lower PAPR when compared with conventional OFDM, it is necessary to analyze the PAPR performance for SC-OFDM with MKM. This is done using one particular definition of discrete PAPR of an OFDM symbol: the maximum amplitude squared divided by the mean power of discrete symbols in the time domain [36].

Given time domain symbol vector \( \mathbf{s} = [s_0, s_1, \ldots, s_{N-1}] \), with maximum amplitude of \( \|\mathbf{s}\|_{\infty} = \max(|s_0|, |s_1|, \ldots, |s_{N-1}|) \) and mean power of \( \|\mathbf{s}\|_2^2 = (|s_0|^2 + |s_1|^2 + \ldots + |s_{N-1}|^2)/N \), the PAPR of \( \mathbf{s} \)

\[
\text{PAPR} = \frac{\|\mathbf{s}\|_2^2}{\|\mathbf{s}\|_2^2}.
\]

For an OFDM system with BPSK modulation, when the signal in time domain converges to one peak (e.g., in frequency domain \( x_k = (-1)^k \)), the worst PAPR is obtained and equals \( N \). However, for single carrier systems such as SC-OFDM with MPSK (BPSK, QPSK, etc.) modulation, the maximum amplitude squared equals to the mean power in the time domain and therefore PAPR= 1 \( \ll \) \( N \). Unlike SC-OFDM with MPSK modulation, the SC-OFDM system with MKM cannot retain the PAPR= 1 feature since the magnitude (amplitude) varies for different symbols in time domain. However, as shown next the SC-OFDM system with MKM has a much lower PAPR than an OFDM system with either PSK or MKM.

To compare the PAPR for different systems, we analyze the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the PAPR defined in (36) and given by

\[
P(\text{PAPR} \leq z) = CDF(z),
\]

and provide simulated CDF plots of PAPR in Fig. 5, where PAPR of OFDM with QPSK is overlapped with PAPR of OFDM with 8PSK. These results are based on Monte Carlo simulation with 10^5 trials using \( N = 256 \) total subcarriers and configurations that included OFDM and SC-OFDM systems with various combinations of BPSK, 2MKM, QPSK, 4MKM, 8PSK, and 8MKM modulations as indicated. The minimum and maximum values in the plots, along with average PAPR, are presented in Table I. The metrics “Minimum”, “Maximum” and “Average” in Table I indicate the smallest, largest and average observed PAPR in the simulation, respectively. In Fig. 5, the “Minimum” PAPR denotes the largest value for CDF is zero, the “Maximum” PAPR denotes the smallest value for the CDF is one.

The results in Table I clearly show that the SC-OFDM system consistently has the lowest PAPR, and that all combinations of SC-OFDM with MPSK modulation maintain a PAPR\( =0 \) dB for all \( M \). For combinations with higher modulation order \( M = 4 \) and \( M = 8 \), i.e., SC-OFDM with MKM and OFDM with both MKM and PSK, PAPR is non-zero and the OFDM systems always produce a higher PAPR for any given modulation type and order. When comparing
the substituted into (16) to form the received SC-OFDM signal and matrix $C$. Multipath Fading Channel

OFDM system using either PSK or MKM. always results in a lower PAPR relative to the corresponding results for a given modulation order, SC-OFDM with MKM always results in a lower PAPR relative to the corresponding OFDM system using either PSK or MKM.

C. Multipath Fading Channel

Now considering the case where multipath fading is present and matrix $H \neq I$, the ICI coefficient matrix in (26) is again substituted into (16) to form the received SC-OFDM signal vector as follows:

$$\hat{\mathbf{x}} = \mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{FHF}^H + \mathbf{n} \mathbf{F}^H = \mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{FHF}^H + \mathbf{n} \mathbf{F}^H = \mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{FHF}^H \mathbf{\Psi} + \mathbf{n}$$

(38)

Similar to the procedure used for the AWGN channel, we can again use $|\mathbf{n}|$ to make decisions without the impact of the $\varepsilon$. Specifically, the decision of $N$ data symbols $\mathbf{\bar{x}}$ can be determined by

$$\hat{x} = \arg \min_{\hat{x}} (|\mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{FHF}^H| - |\mathbf{n}|^2)$$

(39)

which means $\hat{x}$ is the symbol vector which can minimize the cost function $|\mathbf{\bar{x}} \mathbf{FHF}^H| - |\mathbf{n}|^2$. Since this procedure is similar to a multi user detection (MUD) and exhaustive search algorithm is applied, the complexity is much higher compared the decision procedure in (30) for AWGN channel.

VI. Simulation Results

The BER performance of the proposed SC-OFDM system with MKM modulation is first examined. Specifically, we compare performance of 1) SC-OFDM with binary MKM versus OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA with BPSK modulation, 2) SC-OFDM with 4MKM versus OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA with QPSK, and 3) SC-OFDM with 8MKM versus OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA with 8PSK/8QAM, under conditions consistent with a high speed mobile environment. The stop criterion for simulations is the number of bit errors is larger than 1000.

The simplest way to examine the effectiveness of the proposed ICI immune SC-OFDM system using MKM modulation is to transmit signals through a AWGN channel using a constant transmitter-receiver NCFO (recall that NCFO = $\varepsilon = f_0 / \Delta f$). The labeling convention for plotted BER results in the following figures is as follows: green line with circle markers–OFDM with PSK modulation; blue line with triangle markers–SC-OFDM with PSK modulation; purple line with diamond markers–MC-CDMA with PSK modulation; red rectangular–SC-OFDM system with proposed MKM modulation; cyan dot line–analytical performance for SC-OFDM system with proposed MKM modulation. Yellow line with stars–OFDM with 8QAM modulation; blue line with diamonds–SC-OFDM with 8 QAM modulation; black line with triangles–MC-CDMA with 8QAM modulation in Fig. 7(b). Performance of the baseline OFDM system using PSK modulation without ICI present is shown as the black line with dot markers, where theoretical BER performance is illustrated as baseline in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 [35] [36], and simulation BER performance is illustrated as baseline in Fig. 9.

Fig. 6 shows simulated BER versus SNR for OFDM, SC-OFDM and MC-CDMA systems with binary modulation, $N = 64$ subcarriers, and AWGN channel conditions. These results were generated for normalized CFO of $\varepsilon = 0.3$. With high NCFO $\varepsilon = 0.3$, OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems with BPSK modulation break down, and the proposed system outperforms these benchmarks significantly when SNR is high ($\geq 4\text{dB}$).

Fig. 7 shows simulated BER versus SNR for OFDM, SC-OFDM and MC-CDMA systems with 4MKM, QPSK, 8MKM, 8PSK and 8QAM modulations, $N = 64$ subcarriers, AWGN channel conditions, and NCFO values of $\varepsilon \in [0.1, 0.2]$. When compared with Fig. 6 results which show that the benefit of SC-OFDM with 2MKM is realized for $\varepsilon = 0.3$ at all SNR, results in Fig. 7(a) show that SC-OFDM with 4MKM outperforms other configurations when $\varepsilon = 0.2$ and SNR $\geq 6.0$ dB (the other two systems are virtually unusable under these same conditions). A similar trend is observed in
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF PAPR (dB) FOR DIFFERENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+BPSK</td>
<td>13.76</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>7.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+2MKM</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>19.78</td>
<td>21.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+BPSK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+2MKM</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+QPSK</td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+4MKM</td>
<td>22.80</td>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>22.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+QPSK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+4MKM</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+8PSK</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>7.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM+8MKM</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>21.92</td>
<td>22.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+8PSK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC-OFDM+8MKM</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. AWGN Channel: BER vs. SNR for OFDM & SC-OFDM with binary modulations, $N = 64$ subcarriers, and $\varepsilon = 0.3$.

(a) Case 1: 4-ary Modulations with $\varepsilon = 0.2$

(b) Case 2: 8-ary Modulations with $\varepsilon = 0.1$

Fig. 7. AWGN Channel: BER vs. $\varepsilon$ for OFDM & SC-OFDM using $N = 64$ subcarriers with indicated modulation order and $\varepsilon$ values.

Fig. 7(b) results which show that SC-OFDM with 8MKM provides an advantage for $\varepsilon = 0.1$ and SNR $\geq 10.0$ dB while the other systems are again unusable.

Final simulated AWGN results are presented in Fig. 8 which shows BER versus NCFO $\varepsilon$ for OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA using $N = 64$ subcarriers, SNR = 10 dB, $\varepsilon \in [0.1, 1.1]$ (includes fractional and integer components), and binary, 4-, 8-ary, and 8-ary modulation orders. These results illustrate that the BER performance of SC-OFDM with 2MKM, 4MKM, and 8MKM remains constant as $\varepsilon$ increases, while the BER performances of traditional OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems with BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK and 8QAM modulations degrade significantly and catastrophically (approaches 0.5 in the worst cases).

By comparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 8 results, it is readily apparent that when $\varepsilon$ increases or higher order modulation is used, the SC-OFDM system with the newly proposed MKM modulation significantly outperforms all OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems using conventional PSK/QAM modulations. More specifically, SC-OFDM with MKM maintains nearly identical BER performance independent of $\varepsilon$ variation while OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA with PSK/QAM are very sensitive to changes, especially when using higher order modulations.

It is important to note that in these simulations we assumed that $\varepsilon$ was a small fractional number, consistent with a residual CFO contribution that may remain after some types of cancellation or estimation processing have been applied in a PSK/QAM system. It is obvious from our results that OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems using PSK/QAM are virtually useless when this residual $\varepsilon$ exists. However, we have demonstrated that the SC-OFDM system with MKM modulation maintains nearly constant performance regardless of the fractional $\varepsilon$ value and without requiring any additional processing. As a final note of validation, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 provide theoretical BER performance for comparison with simulated results for proposed system (SC-OFDM with MKM). As evident in both figures, theoretical and simulated performances are equivalent which validates the analytic BER results for SC-OFDM with MKM, specifically, SC-OFDM with binary MKM in (31) and SC-OFDM with L-ary MKM in (35).

In a practical mobile multipath radio channel, time-variant multipath propagation leads to random Doppler frequency shift. For our final results we characterize performance of the proposed ICI cancellation method in a multipath fading channel. As a measure of Doppler frequency, we use the
normalized maximum Doppler spread \( \varepsilon_{\text{max}} \), defined here as the ratio of channel maximum Doppler spread to subcarrier bandwidth. We assume a 4-fold multipath fading channel such that:

\[
BW = N \cdot \Delta f = 4 \cdot \Delta f_c \quad (40)
\]

where \( BW \) is the total system bandwidth and \( \Delta f_c \) is the channel coherence bandwidth.

Simulated BER performances for a multipath fading channel are provided in Fig. 9 for OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems with binary modulation, \( N = 16 \) subcarriers, and \( \varepsilon_{\text{max}} = 0.4 \). The observations here are consistent with previous AWGN results: 1) SC-OFDM with the newly proposed 2MKM modulation is the most robust combination and virtually unaffected by \( \varepsilon_{\text{max}} \), and 2) when SNR is high (\( \geq 18dB \)), performance for the OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA systems with conventional BPSK modulation is poorer and a BER floor \( (\approx 10^{-5}) \) is observed.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyze the effect of ICI on an SC-OFDM receiver and propose a novel modulation scheme called Magnitude-Keyed Modulation (MKM) for use with an SC-OFDM system. Taking advantage of unique ICI coefficient matrix properties, we showed that the ICI effect on a received SC-OFDM signal is simply a phase offset on each and every data symbol, while the magnitude of the data symbol is unaffected. Hence, by transmitting digital information only on the SC-OFDM signal magnitude, the authors develop a novel modulation scheme called MKM and apply it to an SC-OFDM system. The resultant SC-OFDM system with MKM modulation experiences a boost in ICI immunity and significantly outperforms traditional OFDM, SC-OFDM and MC-CDMA systems using Phase Shift Keying (PSK) modulation and Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in severe ICI environments. Simulation results are presented for SC-OFDM with binary, 4-ary, and 8-ary MKM modulations and the performance of each configuration compared with traditional OFDM/SC-OFDM/MC-CDMA using PSK/QAM modulation. Results for both AWGN and multipath fading channels clearly demonstrate that SC-OFDM with MKM is superior—much less

BER degradation is observed as normalized carrier frequency offset and normalized Doppler spread increase.
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